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DETAILED ACTION

1. This action is responsive to the restriction response filed on 7/20/2004.

2. In the response, claims 1 1-29, and 40-58 have been elected, and are pending in the case.

Claims 1 1, 13, 20, 28, 40, 42, 49, and 57 are independent claims.

Information Disclosure Statement

3. The information disclosure statement (IDS) submitted on 9/22/2000 has been entered,

and considered by the examiner.

Priority

4. Applicant's claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. 120 is acknowledged cip of

08/160281, filed on 12/2/93.

5.

Drawings

The drawings filed on 6/17/1999 have been approved by the examiner.
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Claim Objections

6. Claims 20-27 are objected to because of the following informalities: "a portion the

electronic book" lines 3-4. This would be better written as "a portion of the electronic book"

Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§112

7. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the

subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

8. Claims 1 1-58 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, second paragraph, as being indefinite for

failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as

the invention.

9. Claim 1 1 recites the limitation "the subscriber" in line 3. There is insufficient antecedent

basis for this limitation in the claim. There is no previous "subscriber" to refer in this claim.

10. All the independent claims have the same deficiency as claim 1 1 , therefore, are similarly

rejected.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

11. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or

described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject

matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole

would have besen obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary

skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived

by the manner in which the invention was made.
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12. Claims 11-13, 15-23, 25-29, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Lucas et al, hereinafter Lucas (Pat. # 5,499,330, 3/12/96, filed on 9/17/93), in view of

Cassorla et al, hereinafter Cassorla (Pat. # 5,146,552, 9/8/92, filed on 2/28/90).

Regarding independent claim 1, Lucas discloses the display ofmultiple documents on a

screen or viewer. A user assigns various separation and formatting constraints

—

receiving a

requestfor simultaneously displaying at least a portion ofany plurality ofpages - for defining

parent-child relationships among the documents (col. 1, lines 49-col.2, line 7).

Moreover, Lucas teaches the display ofdocument objects or pieces of paper in a U-

shaped manner (col. 10, lines 44-col.ll, line 39, fig.3-4). In other words, the document objects

are displayed, and formatted simultaneously as commanded by the user. Lucas fails to explicitly

disclose: an electronic book. However, Cassorla teaches the highlighting, and annotating

electronic books (col.3, lines 7-35). It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in

the art at the time of the invention to combine Lucas, and Cassorla, because Lucas teaches the

organization of documents in an intuitive way (col. 1, lines 31-54). This would provide the

benefit of allowing a user to read the electronic book in a more effective fashion using a display

method that is more intuitive.

Regarding claim 12, which depends on claim 11, Lucas teaches the display ofdocument

objects or pieces ofpaper in a U-shaped manner, using a pile and scroll graphical bar (col. 10,

lines 52-60, fig.3 )
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Regarding independent claim 13, Lucas discloses the display of multiple documents on a

screen or viewer. A user assigns various separation and formatting constraints

—

receiving a

requestfrom the subscriberfor displaying at least one page — for defining parent-child

relationships among the documents (col. 1, lines 49-col.2, line 7).

Moreover, Lucas teaches the display ofdocument objects or pieces of paper in a U-

shaped manner (col. 10, lines 44-col.l 1, line 39, fig.3-4). In other words, the document objects

are displayed, and formatted simultaneously as commanded by the user. Lucas fails to explicitly

disclose: an electronic book. However, Cassorla teaches the highlighting, and annotating

electronic books (col.3, lines 7-35). It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in

the art at the time of the invention to combine Lucas, and Cassorla, because Lucas teaches the

organization ofdocuments in an intuitive way (col. 1, lines 31-54). This would provide the

benefit of allowing a user to read the electronic book in a more effective fashion using a display

method that is more intuitive.

Claim 15 is directed towards a method for implementing the steps found in claim 12, and

therefore is similarly rejected.

Regarding claim 16, which depends on claim 13, Lucas teaches the display ofdocument

objects or pieces of paper in a U-shaped manner, from a pile ofdocument objects (col. 10, lines

44-col.l 1, line 39, fig.l, 3-4). In other words, the document objects that are displayed in the

foreground are magnified, and the document objects in the background are reduced.
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Regarding claim 17, which depends on claim 13, Lucas teaches the display ofdocument

objects or pieces of paper in a U-shaped manner, from a pile of document objects (col. 10, lines

44-col.l 1, line 39, fig.l, 3-4). In other words, the document objects that are displayed in the

foreground are magnified, and the document objects in the background are reduced.

Regarding claim 18, which depends on claim 13, Lucas teaches the display of document

objects or pieces ofpaper in a U-shaped manner, from a pile of document objects (col. 10, lines

44-col.l 1, line 39, fig.l, 3-4). In other words, the document objects are detected and those that

are displayed in the foreground are magnified, and the document objects in the background are

reduced.

Regarding claim 19, which depends on claim 18, Lucas teaches the moving, and

displaying of document objects or pieces of paper in a screen(col,10, lines 29-50). In other

words, the document objects that are moved

—

detecting change—, and then displayed as

commanded by the user, such as the moving or formatting of entire strands ofdocuments.

Regarding independent claim 20, Lucas discloses the display of multiple documents on a

screen or viewer. A user assigns various separation and formatting constraints

—

receiving a

requestfrom the subscriberfor displaying at least a portion and contentfrom an information

source - for defining parent-child relationships among the documents (col. 1, lines 49-col.2,

line 7).
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Moreover, Lucas teaches the display ofdocument objects or pieces ofpaper in a U-

shaped manner, from a pile ofdocument objects

—

information source (col.10, lines 44-col.l 1,

line 39, fig.3-4). In other words, the document objects are displayed, and formatted

simultaneously as commanded by the user. Lucas fails to explicitly disclose: an electronic book.

However, Cassorla teaches the highlighting, and annotating electronic books (col.3, lines 7-35).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

combine Lucas, and Cassorla, because Lucas teaches the organization of documents in an

intuitive way (col. 1, lines 31-54). This would provide the benefit of allowing a user to read the

electronic book in a more effective fashion using a display method that is more intuitive.

Claim 21 is directed towards a method for implementing the steps found in claim 12, and

therefore is similarly rejected.

Regarding claim 22, which depends on claim 20, Lucas discloses the display of multiple

documents, such as scanned documents

—

inset image— on a screen or viewer (col. 1, lines 49-

col.2, line 7, fig.3-4).

Regarding claim 23, which depends on claim 22, Lucas teaches the moving, and

displaying of the document objects or pieces of paper in a screen(col.lO, lines 29-50).
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Regarding claim 25, which depends on claim 20, Lucas teaches the displaying of

document objects or pieces ofpaper in a tiled fashion

—

side-by-side (col. 10, lines 29-67, fig. 3-

4).

Regarding claim 26, which depends on claim 20, Lucas teaches the display of document

objects or pieces of paper in a U-shaped manner, from a pile ofdocument objects

—

information

source (col. 10, lines 44-col.l 1, line 39, fig.l, 3-4). In other words, the user tiles the document

pages in a U-shaped configuration, thereby uncovering background documents hidden

documents in the foreground

—

reversing a position ofthe displayedportion.

Regarding claim 27, which depends on claim 20, Lucas teaches the display of document

objects or pieces of paper in a U-shaped manner, from a pile of document objects

—

information

source (col. 10, lines 44-col.l 1, line 39, fig.l, 3-4). In other words, the user tiles the document

pages in a U-shaped configuration, thereby uncovering background documents hidden

documents in the foreground

—

receiving a video signal as the contentfrom the information

source to display the document objects as commanded by the user.

Regarding independent claim 28, Lucas discloses the display of multiple documents, such

as scanned documents

—

inset image- on a screen or viewer. A user assigns various separation

and formatting constraints

—

receiving a requestfrom the subscriberfor displaying at least a

page and contentfrom an information source ~ for defining parent-child relationships among the

documents (col. 1, lines 49-col.2, line 7).
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Moreover, Lucas teaches the display ofdocument objects or pieces ofpaper in a U-

shaped manner, from a pile ofdocument objects

—

information source (col. 10, lines 44-col.l 1,

line 39, fig.l, 3-4). In other words, the document objects are displayed, and formatted

simultaneously as commanded by the user. The user tiles the document pages in a U-shaped

configuration, thereby uncovering background documents hidden documents in the foreground

—

display a portion ofthepage otherwise concealed by the inset image. Lucas fails to explicitly

disclose: an electronic book. However, Cassorla teaches the highlighting, and annotating

electronic books (col.3, lines 7-35). It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in

the art at the time of the invention to combine Lucas, and Cassorla, because Lucas teaches the

organization of documents in an intuitive way (col. 1, lines 31-54). This would provide the

benefit of allowing a user to read the electronic book in a more effective fashion using a display

method that is more intuitive.

Regarding claim 29, which depends on claim 28, Lucas teaches the moving, and

displaying of the document objects, such as scanned images or pieces of paper in a screen(col. 1,

lines 50-54, col. 10, lines 29-50). In other words, the image and the document object is moved to

a new location by the user, and displayed by the computer.

Claims 40-42, 44-52, and 54-58 are directed towards an apparatus for implementing the

steps found in claims 1 1-13, and 15-23, 25-29 respectively, and therefore are similarly rejected.
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13. Claims 14, and 43 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Lucas,

in view of Cassorla, and further in view ofBarnes, "10 Minute Guide to Windows 3.1, Alpha

Books, 1992, pp.60-64.

Regarding claim 14, which depends on claim 13, Lucas teaches the display ofdocument

objects or pieces ofpaper in a U-shaped manner (col. 10, lines 44-col.l 1 , line 39, fig.3-4). In

other words, multiple document objects are displayed simultaneously as commanded by the user.

Lucas fails to explicitly disclose: formatting thepagefor display on three screens. However,

Barnes teaches copying, and pasting information between windows of the same or different

applications (page 63, lines 23-page 64). It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art at the time ofthe invention to combine Lucas, Cassorla, and Barnes, because

barnes teaches above copying and pasting information from one window to another window.

This would provide the benefit of allowing to reuse the same information, without the time-

consuming task of recreating the same information.

Claim 43 is directed towards an apparatus for implementing the steps found in claim 14,

and therefore is similarly rejected.

14. Claims 24, and 53 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Lucas,

in view of Cassorla, and further in view of Levine et al, hereinafter Levine (Pat. # 5,625,833,

4/29/97, continuation filed on 4/7/93).
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Regarding claim 24, which depends on claim 22, Lucas teaches the display of document

objects or pieces of paper in a U-shaped manner (col.10, lines 44-col.l 1, line 39, fig.3-4). In

other words, multiple document objects are displayed simultaneously as commanded by the user.

Lucas fails to explicitly disclose: wrapping around the displayed contentfrom the information

source. However, Levine teaches automatically wrapping a word to the next line, when a typing

cursor comes close by (col. 17, lines 66-coL18, line 12). It would have been obvious to a person

of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine Lucas, Cassorla, and Levine,

because teaches above automatically aligning the text in accordance to pre-established margins.

This has the benefit of allowing the whole document to remain in the document, and user to view

the whole document.

Claim 53 is directed towards an apparatus for implementing the steps found in claim 24,

and therefore is similarly rejected.
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Conclusion

I. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. McTaggart (Pat. # 5,417,575 5,484,292), and Yamazaki et al. (Pat. # 5,475,398).

II. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Cesar B. Paula whose telephone number is (571) 272-4128. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

(EST).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor,

Stephen Hong, can be reached on (571) 272-4124. However, in such a case, please allow at least

one business day.

Any response to this Action should be mailed to:

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Or faxed to:

• (703) 703-872-9306, (for all Formal communications intended for entry)

CESAR PAULA
PRIMARY EXAMINER

2/22/05


